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Experience

Brussels
Grafit is a dynamic multidisciplinary design agency based in
Brussels, founded in 2009.

Proud of a strong experience in promotional material
development (PLV) builded in FMCG multinational companies
with an in-house servicing (Unilever, Danone...), we are
dedicated to the print world providing graphic solutions such as
in advertising, photo manipulation, packaging, digital mockups,
promotional material in point of sales, managing print
production...

Feel free to discover* some of our works and contact us, we'll
be glad to fix a meeting and see how we can help you!

*in fact our main portfolio is already in your daily newspaper,
kitchen and bathroom...

info@grafit.be
office

Graphic Designer

Grafit - Inhouse
We offer an "inhouse" service in our clients offices in Brussels
area (for ex. Unilever, Danone) as an external agency by
providing advices and graphical services.

This is a quick responsive service for our clients and has a
huge impact on timings and budgets, it's more considered as a
partnership.

Brussels, Belgium
Jan 2009 - Present

mailto:info@grafit.be


Address

Grafit Advertising Agency info@grafit.be office

Graphic Designer

Grafit - Studio
We also have our independent studio in Brussels where we
develop artworks for advertising, packaging, photo
manipulation, create digital mockups for imagebank or any
purpose for B2B or B2C... We can also manage the print
production.

Brussels, Belgium
Jan 2009 - Present

Graphic Designer

Unilever Belgium
We managed a graphic studio in Unilever's office by collecting
and updating artworks from external agencies in the
beginning...

...But we quickly provided our own promotional materials and
creations for our clients main brands (Becel, Bertolli, Knorr,
Lipton IceTea, Planta, Zwan, Ben&Jerry's, Ola, Magnum, Carte
d'Or, Axe, Cif, Dove, Robijn, Signal, Sun, Zwitsal ...) who
needed a quick responsive and creative team in house for
developing a huge amount of printed materials in B2B and B2C:

Graphic communications in POS (leaflet, folder, flyer, wobbler,
couponing, display, totem, banner, standee...), in fact all printed
promotional materials but also artworks, packagings and digital
mockups, ...

Brussels, Belgium
Jan 2003 - Dec 2008
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